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1. Executive Summary

The days when restaurants could rely exclusively on good food, an enjoyable ambience, 

and word-of-mouth advertising are quickly coming to an end. More and more restaurants are 

discovering that they must use consumer-facing connected technologies such as websites, social 

networks, and mobile apps just to stay competitive. In fact, the evidence is overwhelming that 

connected technology for the restaurant business is here to stay. 

We define connected technology as the digital devices and systems that enable restaurants 

to interact electronically with consumers. The most popular platforms are websites, smartphones, 

tablets, and table tablets. Electronic signage and free WiFi service are also part of the connected 

technology ecosystem. Point of sale (POS) systems and restaurant intelligence software become 

part of that ecosystem when they touch customers—such as when they are used to accept mobile 

payments or conduct targeted email campaigns. 

1.1 How Connected Technology Benefits Retail Consumers and Merchants 

Connected technology empowers restaurant customers. Consumers want to locate 

restaurants, make reservations, browse menus and nutrition information, order food for delivery 

or pickup, pay for meals, and instantly redeem rewards. Connected technology can free 

consumers from having to carry around an assortment of credit cards, debit cards, loyalty cards, 

gift cards, and printed coupons. All they need are smartphones and the appropriate mobile apps. 

Connected technology empowers restaurant merchants. Owners and managers want 

to keep in touch with customers, accept online and mobile orders and payments, increase sales 

and tips, and respond quickly and effectively to complaints. Increasingly, they have no choice in 
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these matters. When competitors are constantly showing up on their customers' screens and are 

providing digitally-enhanced dining experiences, then they must up their game as well. 

 The value of connected technology for restaurants is no longer in doubt. There are 

successful implementations producing impressive results. However, many solutions lack 

reliability and ease of use. In this report we explore the various connected technologies for 

restaurants, show how pervasive they are becoming, and look at some of the best and worst 

examples based on research that ranges from hands-on experiences to interviews with company 

executives.  

 The success of connected technology is demonstrated by the growth of online and 

mobile ordering, mobile payments, and online loadable plastic and electronic gift cards. 

Though the percentage of restaurant industry revenue generated digitally is still small, it already 

amounts to tens of billions of dollars per year and is growing. Online ordering is big business for 

chains including Pizza Hut, Domino’s, and Papa John’s. Mobile payments account for a 

significant percentage of Starbuck’s revenue. A growing number of restaurant chains offer 

electronic gift cards and online management of plastic gift cards.  

Online ordering has taken off in the pizza market. Carryout and delivery customers say 

that online ordering is faster and more reliable. Restaurants benefit from ordering automation 

(less time spent on the phone and fewer errors). Underscoring their commitment, the top three 

pizza chains continue to innovate: Papa John’s launched a Kindle Fire ordering app in 2012; 

Pizza Hut introduced an Xbox 360 ordering app in 2013; and Domino’s recently teamed up with 

Ford to develop voice-activated pizza ordering for vehicles equipped with the SYNC 

communications and entertainment system. 

About half of the top 100 restaurant chains (by revenue and/or number of locations) offer 

mobile apps, but only about one quarter of the apps support mobile ordering. In part, that’s 

because there is little demand for mobile ordering in market segments such as coffee and ice 

cream. Even fewer apps support mobile payments, though potentially all chains could benefit 

from it, because the industry is still trying to find the best approach.  

© 2014 Datacomm Research Company 
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Rank Chain Ratings 
1 Dominos 388,015 
2 Pizza Hut 173,259 
3 Starbucks 94,395 
4 Chipotle Mexican 35,277 
5 Papa John's Pizza 8,912 
6 Hardee's 4,682 
7 Dunkin Donuts 4,596 
8 Culver's 2,127 
9 TGI Friday's 2,091 

10 In-N-Out Burger 1,959 
11 7-Eleven 1,878 
12 Five Guys Burgers & Fries 1,865 

Table 1: The twelve most popular restaurant chain mobile apps  

Based on the number of customer ratings in the iTunes and Google Play stores (January, 2014). 

Rank Chain Score 
1 Starbucks 8.5 
2 Chili’s 8.5 
3 Applebee’s 8.5 
4 Dunkin Donuts 8 
5 Domino’s 8 
6 Pizza Hut 8 
7 California Pizza Kitchen 8 
8 Chipotle 8 
9 Qdoba 8 

10 On the Border 8 
11 Bob Evans 8 
12 P.F. Chang’s 7.5 

Table 2: The twelve most interactive restaurant chains  

Points for capabilities including email clubs, eGift cards, online ordering, and mobile payments. 
See Table 33 for scoring system details. 

© 2014 Datacomm Research Company 
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Gift card customers now have the option of buying eGift cards that can be delivered via 

email. Though eGift cards only represent about 5% of restaurant gift card sales, eGift card sales 

are growing faster than plastic card sales. Mobile gift cards, loyalty programs, and payments are 

variations of the same thing offering consumers added convenience, speed, and security. 

 

1.2 The Future of Retail 

Restaurant chains’ adoption of connected technology is leading the way for other 

retail segments. Retail stores have lost business to online competitors over the past decade. 

Retail stores will never completely disappear, however. You can download a movie, but you 

can’t download supper. People like to try on clothes before they buy. There are many household 

items that consumers want to buy on-the-spot. And there are other items that people want to see 

up close before they buy (though more effective strategies are needed to counter 

"showrooming"—shopping in bricks and mortar stores and then buying online based on price.) 

For many people, shopping in stores is a form of entertainment and/or a social activity. 

Restaurant chains are slowly learning how to use connected technology to attract 

customers, deliver better customer experiences, and convince customers to return again and 

again. Most of the lessons learned by restaurant chains—from both their successes and their 

mistakes—can be applied to other retail segments.  

The goal of every retail chain should be to give consumers compelling reasons to buy 

from local stores. Food has a built-in reason, but consumers have many restaurant choices. 

Shopping online is also a choice: customers typically trade instant gratification for a wider 

selection and lower prices (on orders qualifying for free shipping). Local retailers must use 

connected technology to draw customers back into their stores.  

 

 

© 2014 Datacomm Research Company 
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Figure 1: Bricks and mortar retailers must embrace connected technology as online 
retailers add physical presence 

 

 

 

The future belongs to hybrid marketing. Online merchants need some physical 

presence and physical stores need some online presence. Amazon is pursuing faster and less 

expensive delivery methods such as small, unmanned helicopters and lockers located in 

supermarkets. Likewise, many retailers are offering different in-store and online deals. Wal-mart 

recently reported that its annual global Internet sales rose 30% to $10 billion. Restaurant chains 

are using websites, mobile apps, and table tablets to bring the physical and online worlds 

together for a best-of-both-worlds solution. 

© 2014 Datacomm Research Company 
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A new restaurant would be as lost without a website as without its cutlery. The restaurant 

website (often filled with mouth-watering food photography) has become an essential marketing 

tool. Many restaurant websites are portals to other aspects of the business. It’s not only a place to 

browse the menu; it’s a place to apply for a job and checkout the restaurant’s favorite charitable 

causes. 

There are big differences in the overall website quality, usability, and information 

content among the top restaurant chains. Some see their websites as online billboards, with 

lots of fluff, cute graphics, and little in the way of utility for customers. Others pack the page 

with features to help customers find the closest store, peruse a typical menu, order online and 

have it delivered, send questions or comments to management, and download their latest 

smartphone app. 

The restaurant business is not monolithic and it's important to identify and 

understand the market segment before applying connected technology. This report looks at 

segments including coffee/breakfast, pizza, fast food-burgers, fast food-chicken, steak/fine 

dining, seafood, subs & sandwiches, Mexican, Asian, ice cream/smoothies, other casual dining, 

and convenience stores. For instance, online ordering is crucial in the pizza segment because of 

the preponderance of carryout and delivery business. Table tablets, on the other hand, make most 

sense in the casual dining market but could expand into other segments as they gain acceptance 

and mature. 

Online and mobile ordering, online loadable plastic and electronic gift cards, and 

mobile payments will all grow over the next several years.  

 Online ordering will grow at a moderately rapid pace as more chains roll out this 

capability nationwide. However, the value of online ordering isn’t just in the additional business 

generated. Online ordering is more efficient, convenient, and reliable for both customers and 

merchants. Expect a growing percentage of online orders to be placed via mobile devices and 

devices supplied by the restaurants (such as table tablets and drive-thru touchscreens).   
 

© 2014 Datacomm Research Company 
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2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Online orders 12 14 16 19 22 26 31 
Gift cards 20 21 21 22 23 24 25 
Mobile payments 3 5 8 12 17 24 34 

 

Figure 2: Forecasted digital business for the U.S. restaurant industry, 2013 – 2019 (in 
billions of U.S. dollars) 

 

 

Indeed, this is where some of the most disruptive innovation is taking place. Chili's and 

Applebee's are deploying table tablets for ordering select items (appetizers, drink refills, and 

desserts), paying (without waiting for a restaurant employee to bring the check and pickup/return 

a credit card), and playing games (for a small fee). Pizza Hut is testing an innovative "interactive 

table" that behaves like a large tablet and can be used to order and to pay. These devices may 

take some getting used to, but once customers experience paying at the table they are unlikely to 

go back to the old methods. 
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Loyalty programs and gift cards are slowly migrating to digital. Electronic gift and 

rewards cards are easier to distribute and use. There are no printing or shipping costs. Consumers 

don’t want to carry around different cards for multiple restaurants. Perhaps best of all, value can 

be added online to both plastic and virtual card accounts. A gift card can be transformed by the 

customer into a mobile payment solution. 

Though there is a great deal of skepticism surrounding mobile payments, it is not a 

question of whether but when they will take off. Smart devices enable more powerful forms of 

security and can also support multiple layers of security. For instance, LevelUp has developed a 

mobile payment solution using QR codes. The account information is stored in the cloud, so it 

can’t be obtained by hacking the phone or eavesdropping on wireless transmissions. 

Mobile payments save time for customers and merchants. The customer doesn’t have to 

wait for a server to pick up a credit card, process the payment, and return the card. Instead, 

customers may simply pay and leave. Mobile payments also allow servers to focus on taking and 

delivering food orders. This will enable restaurants to both provide better service and improve 

operating efficiency.  

Given the planned migration to the EMV (Europay, MasterCard, and Visa) chip-based 

credit card standard in by October 2015 (at which time changes in merchant liability start going 

into effect), and the relatively high smartphone market penetration in the U.S., now would be a 

good time for the restaurant industry to migrate to mobile payments. Smartphones can 

perform EMV dynamic authentication, provide additional security features, and run restaurant 

apps. There is an opportunity to leapfrog EMV chip-based cards—at least for smartphone users. 

Most restaurant chains have had mixed results with mobile apps. Some customers have 

had mostly good experiences with restaurant mobile apps. Others like the idea behind the apps 

but complain the apps do not do what they promise. Still other customers upgrade their phone or 

operating system to find mobile apps that worked yesterday do not work today. A bad app or an 

app that goes bad is like a bad meal.  

 

© 2014 Datacomm Research Company 
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There are two problems with most restaurant mobile apps. The first problem is that many 

of the apps merely duplicate information and features found on the chains’ websites. However, 

today’s website developers are using responsive website designs to ensure optimal viewing on a 

range of devices with different screen sizes. Mobile browsers also continue to improve. 

Therefore, a user who wants to examine a restaurant’s menu will usually be better off accessing 

the restaurant’s website via a mobile browser. 

The second problem is that developing, testing, and maintaining mobile apps is a bigger 

challenge than most restaurant chains imagined. The more complex the app, the harder it is to 

properly test and maintain. Consequently, restaurant chains should focus on developing mobile 

apps with innovative features exclusively for mobile users, and they should work with 

developers who can properly test and maintain the apps. 

Restaurant chains, for the most part, have been slow to take advantage of social 

media networks and equally slow to adopt many of the social media marketing and 

engagement tools that many other businesses now take for granted. While the vast majority of 

the chains have corporate accounts for Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, there is a big difference 

in how they are used by the top chains versus how they are used by smaller chains. With a few 

exceptions, the top chains tweet and post more and have more people assigned to working social 

media.  

In fact, the top ten chains by dollar volume dominate use of social media by restaurants. 

That isn’t surprising: they have the most stores, the most overall business and customers, and the 

best branding campaigns—which is why they are in the top ten. Among the top ten brands, 

Starbucks and Subway are social media champions with millions of customers engaged. 

These two chains also tend to work other social media channels that are still wide open spaces 

for most their competitors. Restaurant owners should pay careful attention to what these two 

chains are doing in social media and how they promote their brands within each network.  

Another indicator of how connected technology for restaurants is taking off is the number 

and variety of product developers, system integrators (SIs), value-added resellers (VARs), and 

© 2014 Datacomm Research Company 
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service providers in this market. There is a great deal of startup activity—and many innovative 

solutions are just now being brought to market.  

  

1.3 Key Conclusions 

1. Consumer-facing connected technology for restaurant chains is starting to take 

off. Revenue from online ordering, digital gift and loyalty cards, and mobile 

payments will nearly triple over the next five years. Restaurant chains that ignore 

this trend put their businesses at risk. 

2. Restaurant chains are leading the way in the use of consumer-facing connected 

technology. Their successes and failures provide valuable lessons for the entire 

retail industry. In the future, nearly all retailing will require a combination of 

physical and online marketing. 

3. There are big differences in the information content, functionality, and overall 

quality of the top restaurant chain websites. However, the ultimate measure of a 

restaurant website is still how well it promotes the food and dining experience. 

4. Restaurant chains have so far had mixed results with mobile apps. Many 

restaurant mobile apps merely duplicate the information and features found on the 

restaurants’ websites. Consumers complain that restaurant mobile apps frequently 

crash, don’t work properly, or lack important information. 

5. Restaurant chains have so far had mixed results with social media. Social media is 

a powerful new channel for interactive advertising and market research. Different 

social media can be used to reach different market segments. 

6. The restaurant business is not monolithic. Different restaurant markets call for 

different connected technology tactics. 

 

© 2014 Datacomm Research Company 
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1.4 Key Recommendations 

1. All restaurant chains and most standalone restaurants should have a connected 

technology strategy. Connected technology can be used to increase sales, improve 

operating efficiency, and provide incentives for customers to keep coming back. 

2. Restaurants should use responsive website designs to ensure their websites work 

well with the full range of devices and screen sizes. 

3. Restaurant chains should make better use of social media—doing more than just 

piling up “likes” and “followers.” Chains that do a better job allocating social 

media resources, monitoring how people respond, and fine-tuning their social 

media programs will enjoy the greatest success. 

4. Restaurant chains should use mobile apps to provide innovative features for 

mobile users including mobile payments, mobile ordering, and capabilities such 

as Krispy Kreme’s “hot from the oven” light. Mobile apps require more careful 

and thorough design, testing, and maintenance. A mobile app that crashes or 

doesn’t work properly is like a bad meal.  

5. Independent restaurants and smaller chains should consider using third party 

providers of white label mobile payments, online and mobile ordering, and 

electronic gift cards and loyalty programs. Once customers come to rely on these 

capabilities they will not want to go back to the old methods. 

6. Quick service restaurants (QSRs) should consider using connected technology to 

create self-service kiosks in their stores and drive-thru lanes. Self-service stations 

can help handle peak hour business, reduce order entry errors, and provide 

customers more private and secure payment options. 

© 2014 Datacomm Research Company 
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